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CLIMATE AND THE OCEAN CIRCULATION
111. THE OCEAN MODEL
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ABSTRACT
The ocean model used in a calculation of the earth’s climate is described in detail. Compared with earlier numerical models used in ocean circulation studies, the present model includes several new features. Temperature and
salinity are treated separately. Density is calculated with an accurate equation of state for sea water. The model
also includes a method for calculating the growth and movement of sea ice.
Due to thevery slow adjustment of the deep water in the ocean model, a numerical integration extendingover the
equivalent of a century fails t o reach a climatic equilibrium. At the termination of the run, the surface layers of the
ocean show little change with respect t o time, but the average heating rate for the ocean as a whole is 2’ per
century. The salinity patterns at thetermination of the run arehighly realistic compared t o observations. A halocline
forms in the Arctic Zone and a surface salinity maximum is present in the subtropics. A weak salinity minimum a t a
depth of 1 km indicates an extensive water mass very similar to the Antarctic intermediate water of the Southern
Hemisphere. Poleward heat transport is found to be closely related to the intensity of the thermohaline circulation.
A vertical mixing coefficient, K, of 1.5 cm2sec -* leads t o very reasonable heat exchange with the atmospherc based on
estimates of the heat balance of the North Atlantic.
The calculation indicates that the thermal “relaxation” time of the ocean is too long for a numerical integration
of the time-dependent equations to be a practical method of finding an equilibrium solution, and new methods should
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1. INTRODUCTION

A numerical experiment has been carried out to investigateclimatebymeans
of a joint atmosphere-ocean
numerical model. The present paper is the third of three
papers describing thiscalculation in some detail. The
numericalexperimentisafirst
attempt t o computean
equilibrium climate based on relatively complete formulations of the atmospheric and oceanic general circulations.
The atmospheric model includes .a quite detailed description of the surface heat and water balance. The horizontal
resolution of the numerical grid intheatmosphereand
ocean model is of the order of a few hundred kilometers.
With respect to the vertical, calculations are carried out
at nine levels in the atmosphere and at five levels in the

ocean. The levels arespaced in a uniform way t o give
maximum resolution near the
air-sea interface. Most of
theessentialfactorsinclimatehave
been well known
since the early part of the 20th century, but the relative
importance of these factors remains a, matter of speculation. The large number of actively competing theories to
explain the ice ages supports this view. The motive for
this numerical experiment is the pressing need for a more
quantitative understanding of climate.
The atmospheric model described by Manabe (1969%
6) in parts I and I1 is the outgrowth of earlier investigations by Phillips (1956) and Smagorinsky (1963) in which
the methods of numerical weather forecasting have been
applied to thestudy of the generalcirculation of the
atmosphere.Numericalstudies
of ocean circulationare
not as far advanced. A valuable point of departure for
the formulation of numerical models of abaroclinic
ocean exists in the thermocline investigations of Lineykin
(1955), Robinson and Stommel (1959), andWelander
(1959) ; and pioneering work in numerical modeling of
thethermohalinecirculationhas
been carried outby
Sarkisyan (1962) in the Soviet Union. The present ocean
model is based on two earlier studies carried out at the
Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory of ESSA (Bryan
and Cox, 1967 and 1968a, 6). The readerisreferred to
these studies for details on the numerical methods, and
an analysis of the dynamic behavior of the model.
In the previous calculations carried out by.’Bryan and
Cox (1967 and 1968a, a), the effects of salinityand
temperature are combined in an “apparent temperature,”
but a separate treatment is necessary in the present case
where we wish to study the details of the global heat and
water balance. Another new feature required by a model
of climateis a method of computingtheformation
of
sea ice. A t high latitudes the formation
of sea ice is a
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very importantfactor increating an insulating shield
between the ocean and atmosphere. Once a heavy layer
of sea ice is formed, the exchange of heat and moisture
across the air-sea interfaceisgreatlyreduced.Sea
ice,
like snow cover over land, has a rather unique positive
any
climatic
feedback,
since it tends to accentuate
tendencyfor the climate to become colder. This effect
has long been recognized by climatologists (Brooks, 1926).
In an advanced stage of the analysis of the results, it
was found that an error is present in the calculations of
the joint model. An extraneousfactor of cos 4 gives a
fictitiously low value of the wind stressapplied to the
ocean a t higher latitudes. T o test the effect of this error,
a 30-yr extension of the final run is carried out with the
error eliminated.The results arediscussed in the appendix.

The equation of continuity is

w,+v-v=o.

(6)

The conservation equations for temperature and salinity
below the surface and under conditions of stable stratification are :

( T ,S),+VV(T, S)+w(T, S)z=K(T, S)zz+AHvz(T,S). (7)

The effect of pressure on temperature is neglected in
the present model, although this effect should be included
in more detailed studies of ocean circulation. The lateral
coefficient of turbulent diffusion in equation (7) is chosen
to be 2.5X10" cm2 sec". This choice is dictated by the
resolution of the numerical grid. AHshould be as small as
possible inordernotto
obscure the lateral transfer of
heat and salinity of ocean currents. A minimum level of
2. THE BASIC EQUATIONS
AH,however, is needed to suppress features of the temperature and salinity fields too small to be resolved by
The ocean model is verysimilarto
that studiedby
the numericalgrid. A similarargumentappliestothe
Bryan and Cox (1967 and 1968a, b ) . The essential simpli- turbulent viscosity coefficient, AM.
fications of the model are: the hydrostatic assumption, the The vertical diffusion coefficient, K , is inasomewhat
Boussinesq assumption with respect to density variations, different category. The exact physical process by which
11
a turbulent viscosity" vertical exchange- takes place within the thermocline is
and an implicit treatmentby
hypothesis for motions too small to be resolved by the
unknown. The effects of this mixing, however, canbe
numericalgrid. In order t o introducemore geophysical quantitativelyestimatedbyexaminingvertical
profiles
detail in the present model, several features have been of water mass properties. Stommel and Webster
(1962)
added. These new features include 1) a complete equation estimatethat K lies intherange
0.1 to 1.0 cm2 sec".
of state, allowing temperature and salinity t o be treated From a study of Pacific data for the lower thermocline,
separately, 2) amoreexactformulation
of thelateral
Munk (1966) obtainedavalue
of 1.3 cm2 sec-l. I n a
3) numerical study somewhat like the present .one, Bryan
diffusion of momentum in sphericalgeometry,and
upperboundaryconditionspermitting
the formation of and Cox (1967) found. that a value of K of approximately
sea ice.
1 cm2 sec" leads to ocean circulationsolutions with
Let v be the horizontalvelocityvector,and
V the realistic ,-poleward heat transport and a realistic thermohorizontal grad operator. The equation of motion and the cline depth. Ideally,. a series of numericalexperiments
hydrostatic relation may be written,
should be carried out over a range of values of K . Since
this is not feasible for a computation of. the scale of the
v,+v-vv+wv2+(29+~) sin @kxv
present experiment, a single value of- K must be selected.
=--V(P/PO)+KV~~+F(1) The value chosen is 1.5 cm2 sec-l. It is then necessary to
and
a
judge the appropriateness of thisparametervalue
Pg=-pz
(2) posteriori from the solution of the numerical experiment.
Convectiveoverturningin
the ocean involvessmallwhere 6 is thelatitude,and
i isthe angularvelocity scale motion that cannot be resolved on a grid designed
relative t o the rotating coordinatesystem. K is the co- to cover an entire ocean basin.Convectionistherefore
efficient of turbulent mixing in thevertical. F is a horizontal handledimplicitly by imposing aconstraint.This
conbody force due to lateral mixing. In terms of a spherical straint cannot be -easily expressed in analytic form, but
coordinate system,
is applied as follows: if equation (7) predicts an unstable
stratification at any given time step, the predicted values
of temperatureandsalinityareadjusted
so thatthe
vertical gradients of the temperature and salinity vanish.
and
The temperature and salinity
of the water column are
tan@
(4) exactly conserved during theadjustment
tan2 @)u+2-UA
process. An
cos 9
exception to this rule occurs only when a fixed temperawhere
ture is imposed at thesurface through the upper boundary
condition. If instabilityispredictedadjacent
to the
surface in that case, the temperature is set equal to the
The correct form for the friction terms for the noniso- fixed surface value. The numerical procedure is described
trophic case in which the level of vertical mixing differs by Bryan and Cox (1968a, p. 949).
from the horizontal mixing has been derived by SaintThe equation is of the general form,
Guilly (1956). AMis the coefficient of lateral mixing for
momentum taken to be lo8 cm2 sec".
P=P(T, 8,P').
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(1958) is adopted,
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for equation (8) duetoEckart
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(9)

Here p is given in gm ~ r n and
- ~ p' is the total pressure in
atmospheres. The parameters, po,ao,and X are defined as
a0=0.698,
~=1779.5+11.25T"0.0745T2-(3.8+0.01T)S,

(10)

and
po=5890+38T-00.375T2+3S.

T and S are given in degrees Celsius and parts per thousand,
respectively.
In the present model, p'approxiis
a
ocean of uniform
mated
by
the
static pressure of resting
density, po.
~'=1.013X108f1.0Pod2I

....................
.....e.. .............
.....................

(11)

The numerator of the first
term
on the
right- of equation
(11) is given in cgs units.
The basin is bounded by two meridians 60" of longitude
apart. Symmetry is assumed a t the Equator, and a zonal
wall is placed at-a latitudeof 65'. The basin has a uniform
depth of 4 km. At the lateral walls,

.....................
2
0
'

v= (T,
S )n=O,

LONGITUDE

at

-

FIGURE
1.-Distribution

of grid points in thehorizontal plane. Note
the extra resolution near'the western boundary.

+= rt 65"

and

(12)

where ( )n denotes the local derivativewithrespectto
the coordinate normal to the wall.
A t the ocean bottom,
W=(V)$=(T,

S),=o,2 = " 4

km.

(13)

At the surface,

w=o
and
(v)r=r*(+, X).

(14)

The surfaceboundaryconditions
on temperatureand
salinity wiU be specified later in connection with a description of the ice pack model.
3. ARRANGEMENT OF THENUMERICAL

GRIDANDINITIALCONDITIONS

for the final run at high resolution, grid points are about
6" of latitude apart, with much smaller intervals at high
latitudes. A variablespacing is used inthe east-west
direction. The grid points are 3" of longitude apart in the
interior of the basin, but less than 1" apart near the
western boundary. This arrangement allows for a better
resolution of the western boundary current.
A t the start of the first run, the ocean is at complete
rest' and surfaces of constant temperature and salinity are
horizontal. The initial distributionof T and S with respect
to the vertical is shown in table 1. The choice indicated
in table 1 is somewhat arbitrary. A stable arrangement is
chosen which hasathermocline
depth approximately
equal to that which would be predicted from thermocline
scaletheory (Stommel and Veronis, 1957). The bottom
water hasa temperature considerably colder than observed
for our present climate. This
was chosen to correspond with
the very low surface temperature specified as a surface
boundary
condition
at
the
start
of the numerical
integration.

The numericalmethod is exactly the sameas that
Cox (1968a, b ) . The
described indetail byBryanand
variables v, T, and S are specified at each grid point at
4. PACK ICEMODEL
every time level. Grid points occur at five levels, placed
a t 67, 100, 300, 1,000, and 3,000 m below thesurface.
Pack ice forms a significant shield that reduces the
The horizontal arrangement of points is shown in figure 1. freeinteraction of the ocean andatmosphere. It also
The grid points are laid out in even intervals in the y- providesa mechanism that,in conjunctionwithwater
direction with respect t o a Mercator projection. Except
vapor transport in the atmosphere, provides sources and
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TABLE
l.-Vertical

distribution of T and S at the start of the Prst run
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6) Malmgren (1927) observed that summer melt mater
penetrated
right through the ice pack. Accordingly, it is
3000
loo0
300
100
67
-r(m)
assumed that any rain falling on the ice pack penetrated
directly to the ocean below. On the other hand, snowfall
2.5 12.0 -1.8
T(’C) _ _ _ . . _ _ _26.0
_ _ _ _18.0
_.._._
34.58
33.90
33.70
S (”/,,.). _ _ _ _ _ _ _
_____._.
. _ 33.80 34.58
directly augments the ice thickness.
1.02796
1.02760
1.02439
p (gmlcms) _ _ _ _ . _ 1,02223
____
_ . _ . 1.02570
7) The salt content of the ice pack is neglected.
T o express the model in terms of an equation for the
growth of ice, the following variables are defined:
I=ice thickness,
sinks of fresh water at different locations on the ocean
I,=critical
ice thickness for advection (3 m) ,
surface. At high latitudes, the transport of ice is as imporV=average
velocity for O>z>-67m,
tant afactorinthesalt
balance as the evaporationk=
thermal
conductivity
(5 X
cal/cm2 sec),
precipitation cycle.
p,=density
of
sea
ice,
A substantialamount of information basedonfield
L,=latent heat of freezing,
is available
observationsandlaboratorymeasurements
c=coefficient of heat transfer, determined empirically
on the local freezing and thawing of sea ice. Rather little
from experiments by Assur and Weeks (1964),
isknown, however, aboutthe mechanisms. of sea ice
~=2.93X
cal/cm2 sec,
transport. While the balance of forces acting on a single,
R
E
=
rainf
all
,
isolated ice floe can be formulated in terms of the stresses
Sz=local snowfall,
exerted by winds andcurrents,the
problem isgreatly
.E*=sublimation
or evaporation,
complicated by frequent collisions with neighboring ice
of the surfaceincontact
with the
T*=temperature
floes. I n regions of particularily heavy ice concentrations
atmosphere,
something analogous toalogjamtakes
place, and all
Q8=heat supplied to the lower surface of the pack ice
movement ceases. Recentlyaninterestingattempthas
by the ocean, and
been madetoformulatetheinteraction
of ice floesin
Qa=heat
supplied to the upper surface of the ice by
terms of a large-scale “ice viscosity” (Campbell, 1965).
atmosphere.
However,this analogy does not relate many important
With the symbols defined above,
aspects about the movement of floating ice, and a theory
more closely based on the physics of ice movement is very
much needed.
The present model bypasses the more difficult aspects of
this problem. It is designed to take into accountice transport only insofar as it affects the large-scale heat balance.
An effort has been made to introduce as
fewunknown
parameters as possible, even where this may lead to the The first two terms on the right-hand side of (15) repsacrifice of important geophysical detail.The principle resent the change of ice thickness due to lateral advecsimplifications of the pack ice model are:
tion and lateral diffusion. The remaining terms account
1) Local freezing is proportional to the difference be- for the net accretion due to the effects of snowfall, subtween heat lost to the atmosphere at the ice surface and limation,melting
at the surface,and freezing on the
heat supplied tothe lower surface of the ice pack by undersurface of the ice pack. The freezing point of sea
ocean currents.
water (271.2’K) enters equation (15) through the defini2) Heat loss through cracks in the ice pack is neglected, tion of Qa given in the following section.
as well as the insulating effect of newsnow. The ice is
Qa is the heat exchange between the ice and the atmosassumed to have a uniform conductivity equal to that of phere and may beeither positive or negative. Qb is always
pure ice (5X10-3 cal/cm2 sec). Measurements by Malm- zero or positive, since the underside of the ice is always as
gren (1927) indicate that more than 1 m below the sur- cold or colder than the water below.
face natural sea ice closely approaches pure icein its con5. BOUNDARYCONDITIONSATTHE UPPER SURFACE
ductivity.
FOR HEAT AND SALINITY
3) The heat capacity of the ice itself is neglected. To
take this factor into account, a multilevelmodel like that
The surface lieat balance equation
given by Manabe
proposed by Untersteiner (1964) would be required.
(1969b, section 2) is:
4) Sea ice is advected with the mean speed of currents
in the first 100 m below the ocean surface, except when
~*+(DLR)*=~T~+(vH)*+(vLH)*+(~H)*.
(16)
the ice exceeds acriticalthickness
of 3 m. When this
thickness is exceeded, the ice is assumed to lock and all The terms on the left are theincoming radiation, including
motion by large-scale advection ceases.
the direct and diffuse components. The terms on the right
5) Ice is mixed laterally by a turbulent diffusion, which are the outgoing radiation, heat loss due to upward senhas the same level as that used in the equations for tem- sible heat flux, heat loss due to evaporation, and heatloss
perature and salinity.
to the underlying ocean, respectively.
”
”
-
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thatmustbe
satisfied are: 1) thetemperature of the
surface of the ice pack cannot exceed the freezing point
Qa= - (OH)*.
(17 1 of fresh water, 273.1°H, and 2) the underside of the ice
must -remain at the freezing point of sea water, 271.2”K.
For an ice surface, the heat flux associated with Qa will be To satisfytheseconstraints
the followingprocedure
is
purely conductive, but in ice-free conditions Qu will be carried out at each timestep.Thetemperature,
T*, at
associated with vigorous vertical mixing, partly associated the surface of the icepack is initiallycalculated from
with surface wave action.
the surface heat balance equation (16) with Qa determined
Different boundary conditions are used with respect to by (19). If T* calculated inthis way turnsout to be
surface temperature for stage I and stage I1 of the cal- greater than 273.1”E1then it is adjusted to the freezing
culation. In stage I, the surfacetemperature over the point. I n this case, Qa is calculated as a residual term in
ocean is specified initially as a function of latitude and equation (16), following the same proc,edure used in
longitude and held fixed during the entire computation.
stage I. Care is taken in formulating the numerical proStuge Icedure that all heat exchanged withtheatmosphere
is
T=T*(X,4), 2 4 .
(18) completely accountedfor in a corresponding change in
watertemperatureoracertainamount
of meltingand
Where ice is present, the surface temperature of the ice is
assumed to be a t T*, and the undersurface of the ice is freezing of ice.
The calculation of the salinityflux is done the same way
held fixed a t 271.2”K, which corresponds to the freezing
in
both
stages I and 11. I n the present model the total
point for sea water. The amount of heat transferred from
xolume .of the ocean is .kept fixed. Thus instead of water
the ocean to the atmosphere is goverriecl’ by, the thickness
being removed during the evaporationprocess, as actually
of the ice and its conductivity:
happens in nature, the amount of water remains the same
and a flux of salt is calculated for the model. The reverse
k(T*-271.2)
&a=
takes place when precipitation occurs in the model ocean.
I+kh
I n “ice-covered” areas,
and
We can identify Qa of the previous section as,

.

“K

Q”=z(l-z,

(271.2”TI).

bz

A tendency for a thickening of the ice pack is indicated
by equation (15) when T*is less than 271.2”K. The term
k/e is equal to 1.7 cm for the parameters chosen in this
for ice thickness less
study.Experimentsindicatethat
than k/e, ice growth is nearly independent of thickness.
For larger values of I , ice growth becomes inversely proportional to ice thickness. Thus as theice pack builds up,
anautomatic feedbackmechanism exists which slows
down the rate of growthuntil it isbalanced by other
effects such as lateral advection.
Stage II-Instage
I1 of the calculations, different
boundary conditions on temperature are specified a t the
ocean surface. For ice-free conditions,
KTz~z=o=QZ.

(20)

I n this case, T* in the heat balance equation (16) is set
equal to the average temperature of the upper layer, and
Q: is calculated as a residual term.’ Since the various
terms in the surface heat balance equation change with
respect to time, Qf is also a function of both time and
the horizontal coordinates. Fromthestandpbint
of the
ocean model, the boundary condition of stage I1 is much
weaker thanthat
of stage I. The ocean temperature
structure is allowed to adjust itself quite freely.
The boundary conditions over the ice pack in stage I1
are necessarily quite complicated. The physical constraints
1 Setting the surface tempemture in equation (16) equal to the average temperature of
the top layer corresponds physically
to the assumptionof a homogeneous, strongly mixed
layer extending from the surface down to 67 m.

I

z=o

=-S [ R +(Qa+

QJIPA,

(21)

while in “ice-free” areas

E(=--S(Rf+S:--E*).
a2 z=o

(22)

The physical interpretation of equation (21) is that in icecovered areas the salinity change is due to precipitation,
which percolates through the ice, and local melting. On
theotherhand,in
ice-free areassalinity changes are
broughtaboutbythe
difference between precipitation
and evaporation.
6. THETIMEDEPENDENTBEHAVIOR

OF THE MODEL

A. STAGE I

As mentioned in the introduction, the numericalexperiment with the ocean model is carried out in two stages.
These stages makeuse of two sets of boundary conditions
a t the ocean surface. In stage I the wind stress, evaporation, precipitation, and surface temperature are
prescribed.
These fixed boundary conditions are based on the final
results of the atmosphericcomputation
described by
Manabe (1969a) in part I of this study. These boundary
conditions represent the equilibrium “climate” of the atmosphericmodel in the case of an inert ocean without
lateral heat transport. In stage I of the ocean circulation,
a symmetric condition is imposed at the Equator, while
both hemispheres are included explicitly in stage PI. At
the start of stage I, temperature and salinity are horizontallyuniform, and the system is in complete rest. The
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vertical distributions of temperature and salinity that are
chosen for initial conditions aregiven in table1 in section 3.
Simplified scale considerations will help to clarify some
aspects of the time-dependentbehavior of the model.
From the geostrophic current relation differentiated with
respect to z, and the hydrostatic relation,

TABLE
2.-Time scales depending on vertical advcction and diffusion.
Numerical values arc based on W*=6.9XiO-5 cm sec-1 and
K =1.5 cm2 sec-1.

where a is the radiusof the earth.On the basis of equation
(23), it is possible to define a scale velocity,
V*=gApd/(2QPoa)

(24)

where Ap is the scale density difference prescribed by the
surface boundary conditions, and d is the thickness of the
thermocline. For typical values,

of time.

g=980 cm s e c 2 ,
A P = ~ . ~ x

FIGURE2.-Average kinetic energy per unit volume as a function

gm c m 3 ,

20= 1.47X
sec-I,
d = 4 X lo4 cm,

action of the ocean and atmosphere over longer periods
of
time. The advective time scale corresponds to the lowand
frequency,
baroclinic geostrophic
mode
discussed by
a=6.37X lo8cm.
Veronis and Stommel (1956).
The average kinetic energy per
unit volume of the model
The scalevelocity, V*, is equalto 1 cm sec". From
is given as a functionof time in figure 2. At the beginning
continuity considerations,
of the run the kinetic energy jumps t o a maximum value.
V*d/a=
W*=6.3
X
em sec-l
(26) Within a decade it settles down to a lower value, continuing to decrease very slowly during the latter part of
where W* is a scale velocity for vertical motion. Omitting stage I. Since the velocity and temperature fields must be
the effects of lateral mixing andlateraladvection,the
closely connected to one another through the geostrophic
following scalarrelationshipis
based on thethermal
relation, this behavior appears t o contradict the estimates
eauation.
of time scales given in table 2. This point is discussed in
Cox (1968a, a). The
aprevious studybyBryanand
vertical advection time scale in table 2 is calculated for
Here, 2 is ameasure of the depth and At is the time the vertical velocity of the interior. Along thelateral
scale.On the basis of equation (27), it is possible to boundaries, however, much larger vertical velocitiesoccur
along the
obtain two different measures of a time scale basedon the than in the interior. These vertical velocities
of
magintude
boundary
may
in
fact
be
several
orders
twoterms .on the right-hand side. Based on the first
larger than those in the interior. As a result, the advective
term on the right,
At*=z/W*.
(28) time scale at the boundary is very short. The curve of
total kinetic energy reflects the very rapid response of the
boundary
currents to the initial conditions. The relatively
Equating the term on the left to the second term on the
small
velocities
inthe interior only give avery small
right,
contribution
to
the
total integral.
At**=Z2/K
(29)
The time history of zonal averages of temperatures a t
where At* and At** are the time scales associated with the 67-, 300-, 1000-, and 3000-m levels is shown in figure
verticaladvectionandverticaldiffusion,respectively.
3a-d. I n stage I, the response is rapid near the surface
Numerical values are given in table2. The exact numerical where Z in equation (29) issmall. The temperature a t
values givenintable
2 arenotsignificant.
The main 3000 m continues t o change a t a nearly steady, but slow
point is an indication of the difference between the time rate.
scaleduetoadvectionandamuch
longer timescale
The very low temperatures specified at the surface as a
associated with vertical diffusion. The vertical advective fixed upper boundtiry condition in stage I lead to a rapid
time scale is shown t o be of the order of decades, while growth of sea ice in the northern partof the model ocean.
the vertical diffusive time scale isof the order of centuries. The total amount of ice as a function of time is shown in
Both these time scales must be important in the inter- figure 4. Within the first decade of stage I, the total ice
(25)
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FIGURE
3.-Zonally

averaged temperature a t different latitudes as a function of time. Note the increase in the scale of the ordinate at
greater depths.

steadies off to a nearly constant value of 10'~ metric tons.
A discontinuity arises a t the beginning of stage 11. The
new boundary conditions at first cause an almostinstantaneous increase in the total ice. The rise is so rapid
that in figure 4 the ice appears to start out at a higher
value in stage 11. The rapid rise is followed by a gradual
decrease, so that after the first decade of stage I1 all the

ice has disappeared. From this pointon,the ice pack
ceases to be a factor in the climateof the model.
The pattern of the ice cover a t the end of stage P is
shown in figure 5. As might be expected, the ice cover is
thickestnear
thecontinentalboundariesandthinnest
over the open ocean. The ice is pushed furthest to the
north by the eastern branch of the counterclockwise sub-
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uppersurface of the ocean are alsochanged to allow a
feedback to take place in a coupled ocean-atmosphere
system.
The natureof the coupling between the models requires
special explanation. The following is intended to supplement the discussion of the system given in part I1 by
Manabe (1969b). The temperature at the surface is set
equal to that of the first level inthe oceanmodel at
67 m. This is equivalent to specifying that the mixed
layeris 67 m deep. Let P* be thetotal precipitation
including both rain and snowfall. The vertical fluxes of
heat, &*, the net vertical flux of water, (E--)*, and the
vertical flux of momentum, T*, aredetermined bythe
atmospheric model. The radiation input in atmospheric
the
model is based on the seasonally averaged isolation.Thus,
certain
climatic
features
which depend on seasonal
changes are omitted. The surface temperature T* serves
as a lower boundary condition for the atmospheric model,
while &*, (E-P)*, and T* serveasupperboundary
conditions on the ocean model.
I n a typical computationalcycle, the atmospheric model
is numericallyintegrated over a short time period Atl,
with T* held fixed. I n the second part of the computational cycle, the oceanmodel isnumericallyintegrated
over
a period At,, with &*, (E--)*, and T * held fixed.
FIGURE
5.-Pattern of ice cover at the endof stage I.
The time periods Atl and At, should be very short, compared to theadjustment time of the atmospheric and
ocean models. For a one-to-one correspondence in time
arctic gyre. An important factor a t the eastern boundary between the ocean and atmosphere, Atl and At, should be
is the convergence of surfacewater. As the surfacewater
exactly equal. Setting At, and Atz equal to each other is
converges and sinks, the ice tends to accumulateand
not an efficient method for computing a climatic equilibthicken. In thisareathe
ice "locking" parameter, &, rium, however, for two reasons. First, nearly an order of
given in equation (15) plays an important role in limiting magnitude more computing is required to integrate the
the accumulation of ice.
atmospheric model over the same period as the ocean
model. This is due to the fact that high-speed external
B. STAGE II
gravity waves are filtered out of the ocean model, but not
Calculationsfor the oceanmodel in stage I1 are ex- out of the atmospheric model. Second, theatmospheric
tended to both hemispheres by removing the symmetry model is shown in part I to respond to external influences
condition at the Equator. The boundaryconditions a t .the and reach a new equilibrium within a year or less, while
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the ocean model with its muchgreater heat capacity
would require centuries for a full adjustment. With these
two factors in mind, Ati is chosen to be 100 times longer
than Atl in eachcomputation cycle of stage 11. In the
computational procedure, At, is chosen to be one-fourth of
a day. To avoid an unrepresentatively hrge response by
the ocean to transient disturbances in the atmosphere, the
fields of &*, (E-P)*, and T* are smoothed by taking a
running mean over a period of several weeks. On each computational cycle, the running mean values of the flux of
heat, water, and momentum are updated. This method of
computation allows a feedback between the atmospheric
and ocean model which seeks out a "climatic" equilibrium
of mutual adjustment. In planning the numerical experiment it was felt that the merits of using an atmospheric
model with a relatively complete treatment of the radiation balance and the general circulation outweighed the
disadvantage of using time-smoothed boundary conditions
for the ocean model.
It is possible to see the response of the average kinetic
energy to the new boundary conditions (fig. 2). Within
the first decade of stage 11, the total kinetic energy has
dropped to about 60 percent of its final value in stage I.
For the remainder of the run, the kineticenergylevel
continues to oscillate in an irregular manner. The zonally
averaged temperature curves shown in figure 3 indicate
the large changes that take place in response to the new
boundaryconditions. At the 67-m level,anincrease of
temperature is indicated a t alllatitudes. The general
warming a t the surface is interpreted in part I1 (Manabe,
1969b) as the response of the joint system to the northward heat transport by ocean currents. The heat balance
is altered in a dramatic way by the ocean cmrents, with
the most important changes taking place in the northern
part of the basin. South of 40" latitude, the zonally averaged temperature a t the surface reaches a nearly steady
value after the first two decades of stage 11, while the
surface temperature continues to climb slowly at higher
latitudes.
At the 1-km level, the north-south gradient of temperature reversesduringstage
11. Thisfeature shows up
very clearly in figure 3c. This change brings the temperature structure of the model into much greater agreement
with observations. A generally persistent warming trend2
is shown in figures 3c and 3d, both a t the l-km and the
3-km level. The one-century (ocean time) duration of the
run is evidently not nearly long enough to allow the deep
water to come into equilibrium with the new boundary
conditions.Duringstage
11, the averagetemperature
change per unit volume is 2' per century. To determine
the flux of heat through the surface required to maintain
this temperature change, we must multiply by the total
depth.
2 An exception to the warming trend in figure 3d occurs at 57v and 6 3 O latitude. Note
thatunrealisticallylowtemperatures (less than -2°C) form at tho3-km level. This
cooling, which is exactly compensated by a heating at the l-km level. is a truncation
error sssocisted with the use of centered differencesin calculating the verticaladvection
of temperature and insuffleient resolutfon.
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p 0 ~ , 2 ~ x 4 105=8X
X
105cal/cm2/century
or
1.5X lO-'ly/min.
This net heating rate must be compared to the normal
amplitude of the heat exchange between the ocean and
atmosphere. I t is shown by Manabe (1969b) in part I1
that the surface heating ranges from 0.1 to 0.2 ly min-1.
Thus the normal differences in surface heating from one
part of the ocean to another are about one order of magnitude grenter than thc nct hcnting rcquired to heat up
thc abyssal water.
In table 2 of subsection 9B in part 11: (Mambe, 1969b),
the net heating of the ocean is given as 1.OX IOu2ly min-'
or 30 percent less than the value given above. The difference is due to the fact that the larger value is based on
an average over the entire period of stage 11, while
Manabe's value is based on only the final 30 yr of stage 11.
7. RESULTS OBTAINEDAT

THE END OF STAGE 88

This section is devoted to a description of the fields of
temperature, salinity, and velocity obtained by first averaging with respect to time over the final 30 yr of stage PI,
andthenaveraging
the two hemispherestogether. In
analyzing various features of the solutions, frequent reference will be made to the surface boundary conditions.
The average fields of &*, (E-P)*,and T * for the 30-yr
period at theend of stage I1 are shown in figure6. Various
aspects of these fields have already been discussed from a
meteorological standpoint in 'part I1 (Manabe, 19693).
The reader is referred to part I1 for a comparison of these
fields with estimates for the real ocean given by Budyko
(1958). The (E-P)* chart shown in figure 6 is modified
along the ocean boundaries by the additionof runoff from
the land. All runoff is assigned to the first row of points
immediatelyadjacent to the boundary. As explained in
part 11, the runoff from the eastern half of the continent
enters the ocean along the east coast of the continent, and
the runoff from the western half goes to the west coast.All
the Arctic runoff, in water and ice form, is evenly distributed along the north boundary of the ocean model.
Thepattern of wind stress shown in figure 6 is the
actual boundary conditionfor the ocean model during the
final 30-yr period of stage 11. During the analysis of the
results, it was discovered that an error had been made in
the communicationsubprogram, so that all the wind
stresses generated by the atmospheric model were erroneously multiplied by cos+ The ocean model computation
is consistent internally, but the applied stresses are systematically too low a t higher latitudes t o correspond with
the climate of the joint model. The effects of this inconsistency on the model climate are investigated in a special
computation extending the integration of stage H
I over an
additional 30-yr period. The results of this test computation are discussed in the appendix.
Figure 6c shows that a very vigorous cyclonic wind gyre
is present in the subarctic region of the ocean in spite of
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FIGURE
6.-Boundary conditions for the ocean model averaged over the final 30 yr of stage 11. (a) the surface heat flux in ly min-l, (b) the
surface water flux in cm day-1, and (c) the surface wind stress pattern. An arrow with a length of 2' of longitude represents a stress
of 1 dyne cm-2.

the bias towardlower stress valuescaused by theerroneous
cos$ factor. This vigorous pattern is associated with the
extensive snow cover over land a t high latitudes.The
effect of a steady insolation without seasonal fluctuations
in producinganearly
ice-age climatein the model is
discussed in part I1 (Manabe, 19693).
The average surface patterns of temperature, salinity,
and surface drift are shown in figure 7a-d. Upwelling at
the base of the surface mixed layer is shown in figure 7e.
It is convenient to discuss the velocity patterns first. The
of figures 7c and 7d are the
mostprominentfeatures
model analogs of the Gulf StreamandtheLabrador
Current which appear along the western boundary. The
peak velocity is reached a t a latitude of 20'. It is only
32 cmsec-"-much
less than what is actually observed
(Stommel, 1965). The discrepancy is probably related to
the level of lateral mixing and the numerical treatment.
Even though the grid is carefully refined at the western
boundary, the resolution is probably still too coarse and
the level of lateral viscosity toohigh to get a western
boundary current as narrow and intense as observed. The
southward-flowing current along the western boundary in
the subarctic reaches a speed of only 6 cm sec-'. Examination of lower levels (not shown) indicates that it is an
extremely deep current, however. The total transport of
thiscurrentiscomparabletothe
northward-flowing
current t o the south. The strong outflow in the surface

layer from the Equator is directly associated with Ekman
drift. Associated withthis outflow isastrong
band of
upwelling of more than 10 cm day" along the Equator
shown in figure 7e. Due to the coarse resolution in the
north-southdirection of the numerical net (fig. l), this
region is
somewhat
broader
thanthe
corresponding
featureinthereal
ocean. Other regions of strongupwelling that play an important role in the surface heat
balanceare shown in figure 7e. One region is present
is
along the eastcoast a t low latitudes,andanother
present along the west coast in middle and high latitudes.
The upwelling in these boundaryregions ranges from10 to
100 cm day". Note that thebroad regions of downwelling
in the subtropics and upwelling in the subarctic involve
verticalmotions a t least one order of magnitude less.
On the whole, theupwardmotion
agrees quite closely
withvertical velocity patterns obtainedpreviously by
Bryan and Cox(1967) for an ocean model withmuch
more idealized surface boundary conditions.
One of the most striking features of both the observed
and computed patterns of surface salinity and temperature is the tendency for isotherms and
isohalines to be
concentrated on the western side of the ocean in middle
latitudes and spread out on the eastern side of the ocean.
This feature appears to be
closely related to the patternof
upwelling and currents. The fact that the isohalines are
more concentrated than the isotherms may be explained
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FIGURE
7.-Surface patterns averaged over the final 30 yr of the
run. (a) surface temperaturein
degreesCelsius;
(b) surface
salinity "loo;(c) direction of surface currents; (d) velocity isotachs
in cmsec-l; and (e) upwelling at the base of the surface layer
given in cm day-1 (right, the whole basin, and left, an expanded
diagram to show detail near the western boundary).

by severalfactors.Probably
the most important is a
negative feedback mechanism in the surface heat balance

VOI. 97, NO. 1 a

that tends
to
suppress
temperature
anomalies with
respect to the zonal average.
A similar mechanism does
not exist for salinity.
Another factor is that salinity may act much more like
a tracer than temperature, because it has a much smaller
effect on the density field in lower and middle latitudes.
Through the geostrophic relation, the isotherms are very
nearlystreamlines of the verticalshear of thecurrent,
andhence of thecurrent itself inmany areas. T o the
extent that isotherms and streamlinesof the flow coincide,
the advection will be weak. Salinity, on the other hand,
is much more weakly correlatedwithdensity,and
the
advective effects can be that much stronger.
Very little runoff occurs in low temperate latitudes in
the model. In the region from 50' to 60' latitude, it is
interestingtonotein
the computedsalinity pattern of
figure 7b thatthe
salinityminimum
on thewestern
boundary is displaced southward relative to the salinity
minimum on the easternboundary. A muchlarger difference in the latitude of the salinity minima on the east
and west sides of the ocean ispresentin the observed
pattern.The
salinity minimum in theGrandBanks
Region is about 10' south of the salinity minimum in the
North Sea Region. Aside from differences inthe precipitation pattern on the two sides of the ocean, the
strongboundarycurrent
flow mustbeimportantin
causing the minimum on the western side to be displaced
southward.
Much less favorableagreement between observation
in the position of
and the presentcomputationsexists
the salinity maximum. The observed pattern in figure 8
shows the salinitymaximum displaced 20' to 25' of
latitude away from the Equator, while in the computed
pattern the salinitymaximumiscentered
a t a latitude
of 10'. An examination of figure 7b indicates that the
computedsalinitymaximum
coincides closely withthe
computed field of verticalwater flux. The southward
shift of the salinitymaximum.isevidentlyassociated
withageneralsouthwarddisplacement
of the climatic
zones inthe atmosphere-ocean model. Thisfeature is
discussed more fully in part I1 (Manabe, 1969b).
Froma
quantitativestandpoint,the
absolutevalue
of the salinity is about 1.4 parts o/oo less than observed in
the North Atlantic. The relative difference between the
averagesalinity a t 60' latitudeinthecentralpart
of
the ocean and the salinity maximum is about 2
in the
North Atlantic, but only 1.6 'looin the model.
I n figure 9, the patterns of temperature and salinity
are given for the 300-m level. In general, the patterns of
the isothermsand the isohalines areverysimilar.One
exception occurs at the easternboundary at high latitudes. The isothermshaveanortheast-southwest
tilt,
while the isohalines are tilted the opposite way
so that
a slight minimum occurs at the eastern wall. The surface
driftpatternin
figure 7c indicates that strong downwelling takes place along the eastern wall a t high latitudes. Downwelling produces a warming at the 300-m
level. Precipitation and runoff are so intense in this area,
however, that a halocline forms, reversing the usual ver-
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surface patterns for the Atlantic (Sverdrup and others, 1942). Upper left, temperature in July; upper right,
temperature in January; lower left, salinity; and lower right, surface drift.

tical gradient of salinity. Thus downwelling acts to freshen temperature gradientsa t this level are much stronger than
the water at the 300-km level, rather than increasing the the calculated gradient due to the rather coarse grid and
salinity.
large lateral mixing of the model. The temperature
pat200- and terns observed and calculated are roughly similar a t high
The observed temperature patterns at the
400-m level are shown in figure 10. Generally, the observed latitudes except for the minimum value. The minimum
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value calculated is about4O, while the observed minimum
is about O O C . At low latitudes the calculated temperature
at 300 m is over 16OC. The observed temperature even
a t 200 m near the Equator ranges from 12' to 14'. Ob-

FIGURE9.-Fields

of temperature (left)andsalinity(right)
depth of 300 m for the model.

at a

Vol. 97, No. 1I

servation thus indicates a much shallower thermocline in
the vicinity of the Equator than the
ocean model.
Zonally averaged temperature and salinity sections in
a north-south vertical plane are shown in figure 11. The
figure allows a comparison of the initial stateof stage I to
the final 30-yr average of stage 11. The temperature pattern shows very clearly the large mass of very cold water
of the basin without an outcrop
trapped in the bottom
a t the surface. As mentioned in the previous section, the
very cold deep water is a relic of the initialconditions and
stage I. During stage I1 the bottom is gradually warming
up at the rateof approximately 2' per century, but amuch
more extensive numerical integration
would be requiredto
bring the entire abyssal water mass into equilibrium, The
salinity pattern in figure 11 has many of the features of
the South Atlantic in theobserved section in figure 12. A
salinity maximum is present near the surface in the region
between the Tropics and subtropics, coinciding with the
region of maximum (E-P)*. A halocline is also present
in the polar zone similar to that found around the Antarctic Continent. One of the most interesting features is a
layer of intermediate water characterized by a pronounced
salinity minimum a t 1000 m. The tongue of intermediate
water shown in figure 12 is the Antarcticintermediate
water, but a similar feature is found in the North and
South Pacific as well.
As mentioned previously in connection with
figures 9
and 10, . a very evident failure of the numerical model is

FIQURE
10.-Fields of temperature for 200 m (left) and 400 m (right) from Sverdrup and others (1942).
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8. THE
THERMOHALINE
ClRCULATlON
AND
THE
MERIDIONALTRANSPORT OF HEATANDSALINITY

Due to the existence of a largeisolatedreservoir of
cold water inthe lower part of the basin, the thermohaline circulation is for the most part confined to the
upper 2 km. Integratingthecontinuityequationwith
respect to A, we obtain

FIGURE
11.-Vertical

cross-sections of the zonally averaged fields of
temperature (upper) and salinity
(lower). Finalpatterns areshown
on the left.

FIGURE12.-Vertical

where Ah is thewidth

of the ocean basin.Fromthis

sections of temperature (upper) and salinity (lower) of the Atlantic (Sverdrup and others,

1942).
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FIGURE
13.-Pattern. of mass transport of the meridional circulation in units of IO6 metric tons sec”.

relationship it is possible to speciiy the zonally averaged
of a transportstream
meridionalcirculationinterms
function.
cos

and

$r
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total mass of water by the mass transport of the thermohaline circulation. The result is 461 yr. If only the active
part of the basin above 2 km is considered, the turnover
230 yr. Evidence based onmeasuretime is reduced to only
age of 8 to 10
ments of C14 in the Atlantic indicate an
centuries for the deep water. However, there is reason to
believe that much of the Atlantic deep water is bypassed
by the main thermohaline circulation, so the age of the
deep water determined by C14gives an overestimate of the
average turnover time. Some indicationsof this are shown
in the salinity section for the Atlantic shown in figure 12.
The salinity patternappears to indicate that the
upwelling
at thebase of the thermocline over large areasis sustained
by the Antarctic intermediate water rather than
by Atlantic deep water.
The expression for total meridional heat transport may
be written,
~*=cPPo{vT+ABTma}
an entire latitudinal
where { } denotes an integral over
wall across the basin. Let [ ] denoteazonalaverage,
and a prime the departure from a zonal average. Using
this notation, it is possible to isolate the contribution of
the meridional circulation

H*=H1+H,+H,

(33)

where

HI =C P P O l [ ~ [I TI),

powdX=-&

Hz=CpPo{~lJ’T’lh
and

(34)
=CPPOA*{ [ TI&.

The term Hl may be interpreted as the heat transport
associated with the meridional circulation shown in figure
13. The second term, H z , is the contributionof correlations
It maybe
The patterncorresponding to thethermohaline circulation betweendeparturesfromzonalaverages.
thought of as the component associated with horizontal
is shown in figure 13.
A general rising motion prevails a t lower latitudes, and gyres. The finalterm, H a , is the contribution of lateral
mixing to thetotal poleward heattransport.Thedea much more confined region of sinking is present near
the northwall. A small independentcounterclockwise gyre pendence of all of the threecomponentson latitude is
exists nearthe surface in theTropics.The general pattern is shown in figure 14a.
The mostobviousfeature of figure 14a is that H3 is
similar to the meridional flow obtained by Bryan and Cox
relatively
insignificant. The most important contribution
(1967). Bryan and Cox’s calculations show that thesecondH
I
,
the
thermohalinecomponent.
The magnitude of
is
ary shallow overturning circulation in the Tropics is not
this
term
can
be
roughly
estimated
in
advance
asthe
really part of the thermohaline circulation, but primarily
product
of
the
total
transport
of
the
thermohaline
circudue to the wind. The upper branch of this gyre consists of
d~ff
erence
between
the
upper
lation
times
the
temperature
poleward Ekmantransportinthetrade
wind region.
A striking feature of the pattern shown in figure 13 is the and lower branches. Note that the poleward heat transport
limited penetration of the downward branch of the cir- decreases rapidly in the subarctic zone. Since the strength
culationnear the north wall. This feature is associated of the thermohaline circulation is nearly constant in this
zone, this is almost entirely due to the decreasing temperwith the large isolated mass
of dense cold water in the
ature difference between the upper and lower branches of
bottom of the basin, a relic
of stage I.
The strength of thecirculation given in figure 13 is the thermohaline circulation.
An intuitive view of heat transport by ocean currents
10 Sverdrups (1013 gm sec”). Thetotal mass of water
in the northern or the southern half of the basin is 8 . 4 X in the North Atlantic is that the Gulf Stream carries heat
flow is compensated
10ezgm. Toobtainan
idea of the“turnover”time
or northward and that the northward
“flushing” time of the circulation, one mustdivide the by the return of colder water on the eastern side of the
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FIGURE15.-Estimates of poleward heat transport basedon surface
heat balance calculations (Bryan, 1962). The curves A, B, and S
correspond to the heat balance calculations of Albrecht (1960),
Budyko (1958), and Sverdrup (1957), reapectively.

from the South Atlantic into the North Atlantic
(Sverdrup,
of theheattransportto
1957). Subtractingaportion
correct for this feature, the heat balance studies indicate
a value of 1.0-1.5X10'4 cal sec". This corresponds very
closely with the model resultsshownin figure 14a. As
FIGURE
14.-(a) components of the poleward heattransportand
pointed out in a more detailed discussion in Bryan and
(b) components of poleward salinity transport.
Cox (1967), the level of heat transport is largely determined by the magnitude of vertical mixing. The vertical
mixing coefficient K determines the rate at which heat is
ocean. I n the model, a very different regime exists. The taken up by the ocean at low latitudes and, therefore,
horizontalgyrecomponent
Hz actuallytransportsheat
thestrength of the thermohaline circulation. Although
toward the Equator. The equatorwardflow on the ea.stern the temperature structure is still changing in deep water,
side of the ocean is actually warmer than the
poleward the choice of 1.5 cm2 sec-l for K in this numerical experiflow on the western side. Poleward heat transport is ac- mentnot only gives arepresentativethickness
of the
complished by the fact that much of the poleward flow thermocline in middle latitudesbut also areasonable
along the westernboundary is part of the meridional partitioning of the poleward heat transport between the
circulation and from the standpoint of continuity is com- ocean and the atmosphere.The major difficulty is the thickpensated by n return flow at lower levels.
ness of the thermocline near the Equatormentioned earlier,
Observations are not detailed enough to make similar which probably indicates a constant K may be inadequate
calculations for the Atlantic and Pacific with very much
for a detailed model of the ocean.
confidence. Geostrophic calculationsby the author (Bryan, The physical meaning of salttransportinthemodd
1962) based on Meteor and IGY hydrographic data tend requires some additional explanation. The boundary conto- support the idea that the H I term dominates the heat ditions on the model require it to be a fixedvolume of
transport.Ontheotherhand,the
sameobservational
fluid with the normal component of velocity equal to zer.0
study (Bryan, 1962) showed that Hz was positive at 30'
at all boundaries. Thesalinity
balance is, therefore,
N. in theNorthAtlanticandabout
50 percent of the treated implicitly. An excess of rainfall over evaporation
The observationnlresultsfor
H2 and the at the surfaceis considered a sink of salinity which is
value of Rl.
results based on the
model are, therefore, not in agree- proportional to the local salinity ns shown in section 5.
ment. Further research is needed to resolve thispoint,
Therefore, a net poleward transport of salt would be
large-scnle present inthe model even in the case of a stationary
which is of considerable importanceinthe
heat balance of the ocean.
salinity field. The expression for the totalsalinity transport
As far as the net
overall value of the poleward heat is similar to thatfor heat transportgiven by equation(33),
transport is concerned, it is possible to compare it with
several studies of the heat balance of the ocean surface.
S4=S1+S2+S3
(35)
Estimates of poleward heat transport, obtained through
where
an area integration with respect to latitude of the surface
S1= {[VI [SIL
heat balance, are shown in figure 15.An
important
S2=([v'S'lL
feature of the Atlantic is a considerable heat transport
and
across the Equator, caused by a net drift of surface water
S,=A,{tS14)Ia.
. (36)
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The three components of salinity transport are shown in
figure 14b. Themainfeatures of salinity transportare
very similar to that of heat transport. This similarity is
quite natural since the source and sink distribution for
salinityand heat are arranged in much the same way.
The major source area is the low precipitation region in
the subtropics. The major sink is the area of high rainfall
and low evaporation in the subarctic. An exception to the
analogy exists a t theEquatordue
to high runoff.
As in the case ofaheat transport, the major component
is connected with the meridional circulation. In high latitudes, a halocline is present so that the vertical gradient
of salinity is reversed. The meridional circulation shown in
figure 13 consists of a northward flow at the surface and a
return drift at low levels both in the subarctic and subtropics. As a result, the SI component reverses in sign at
the equatorward edge of the halocline. The effect on the
total transport is compensated by the subarctic gyreindicated in the Sz component. I n the subarctic, the intense
southward-moving current along the western boundary is
correlated with low salinity, and the northward drift in
the eastern part of the gyre with relatively high salinity.
As mentioned earlier, the transport of salinity in the
model implies a net movement of fresh water through the
ocean in the opposite direction.Thus a poleward transport
of salinity implies a net equatorward flow of mater in the
ocean. Such a flow is required to maintain a steady state
in the presence of poleward tra,nsport of water vapor by
the atmosphere. I n the more general case, there is also a
component of poleward water transport by rivers to
be
taken into account, but the simplified treatment of runoff
in the present climate model eliminates this effect. Unfortunately, no observational studies areavailable on the way
in which salinity is actually transported byocean currents
for comparison with figure 14b. Data studies of this type
should be attempted, as they would yield important information on the global hydrological cycle that could be
obtained in no other way.

TABLE:
3.--Energy budget per unit area of thc ocean surface for the
final 30 yr of stage I I . Units are ergs m - 2 sec-1.

_______

__

Buoyancy term - - _ _ _- _ _ ___.
____
_ _ ~.
_
-..-.. _--(SpW)H
_.
-0.31
Vertical friction (primarily work done by wind)
. -..
.92
(KpovViz)~
Lateral friction -.._ _.____.
_ _._ _._ .
- __.
_ _ _.
.. _ _
. _( .P ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ) ) -.I Ie1

__

~

___

~

__

Here, { ) will denote an averagetaken over theentire
volumeof the model ocean. Using thecontinuityand
hydrostatic relationsgiven by equations (2) and (3) respectively, the volumeaverage of the second term on the
right-hand side of equation (37) may be written,

(~vP)=(Pwz)=(gPw).

(38)

Taking the volume average of both sides of equation (37),
we obtain
{PaV2/2)t=-(gpW)+K(PlP~vz5)+(AnPov~).

(39)

The term on the left is the change of the kinetic energy
per unit volume, consistentwith the approximations of
the present model. The first term on the right represents
the work done by buoyancy forces. This term is the link
between the potential energy and kinetic energy. A negative correlation between density and vertical motion leads
to a lowering of the center of gravity of the system and
a corresponding increase of kinetic energy.
The second term on the right is the dissipation due t o
the vertical mixing of the momentum. For the present
calculation, the first layer contributes over 95 percent of
this term, and so it primarily represents the work done
by surface mind stress. The third term on the right-hand
side is the dissipation due to lateral friction.
The contribution of the threeterms on the left-hand
side of equation (39) to the energy cycle is shownin table3.
The volume averages are multiplied by the depth to give
the work doneper unit horizontalarea. The dominant
term is the work done by wind, which is 0.92 ergs cm-2
sec". Thisterm is compensated by lateral friction and
work done by buoyancy forces.

THE ENERGY BUDGET
In the study of the atmosphere, a comparison of the
energy budget computed from observations with the results of numerical models has contributed a great deal to
the present understandingof large-scale motions. Unfortunately, similar Observational material is not available for
the World Ocean, but it may still be fruitful to examine
the main features of energy budget of the present ocean
model. The energy budget gives an insight into the physics
of ocean circulation which cannot be obtained by simply
examining fields of temperature,salinity,and
velocity.
If the equation for the
horizonta,l components of motion
is multiplied by pov, we obtain
P O ( V 2 / 2 ) t=

-P,v[vvv+zovzl

-vVp+PoVK(V)rz

+AMPOVF.

(37)

In one sense, the numerical experiment is a .failure in
that the original goal of calculating a climatic equilibrium
with the joint system is not attained. Due to the choice
of initialconditions, the time period required to bring
the enormous reservoir of abyssalwater inthe ocean
equilibrium is exceedingly large. The numerical integration is terminated at a stage when the atmosphere has
settled down to a nearly steady state and the deep water
is heating upat a slow, but nearly constant rate. A nearly
constant net flux of heat is directed from the atmosphere
down into the ocean. This flux amounts to 1.5X10-2 ly
min" or a little less than 1 percent of the solar constant.
The average heating rate per unit volume of the ocean
is 2" per century. Many features of the final solution are
quite close to observed data for the real ocean, even though
the systemisstillinatransient
state. It is not clear,
however, what the final solution will be when the ocean
has heated up s d c i e n t l y and a true equilibrium isreached.
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of intermediatewater is found at the
A balance betweenice growth, advection of ice by ocean adistinctbody
currents, and melting in warmer ocean areas exists in the base of the “thermocline.” This intermediate water outand isvery
Arcticareasinthefirststage
of the ocean calculation. crops at the surfaceinthesubarcticgyre
of the Southern
While the ice modelis highly simplified, the solutions similar to the Antarctic intermediate water
give a very realistic mean ice thickness of 3 to 5 m. I n the Hemisphere oceans.
The numerical experiment is somewhat marred by an
second stage of the ca.lculation, the interaction between
error
in thewind stress boundarycondition over the ocean.
the ocean andatmospheresystempermitsthesurface
The
wind
stress applied to the ocean is systematica.lly
temperatures to rise above freezing in the northern pa’rt
too
small
by
a factor of cos 4. The effect of this error is
of the basin. After a short time, the ice pack disappears
investigated
by
makinga
30-yr extension of the nuand ceases to be a factor in the climate of the model.
merical
integration.
From
the
results
of thisrun, it is
The numerical experiment shows in a very clear way the
found
that
the
interior
drift
is
much
stronger. This
effect of the transport of heat by ocean currents in the
drift
is
poleward
in
subarctic
latitudes
and
equatorward
global heat balance. This effect is documented in detail in
at subtropicallatitudes.
Theinterior surfacedriftis
part II (Manabe, 1969b). Asshown by Stommeland
Webster (1962), the intensity of the deepocean circula- associated with relatively warm surface mater compared
of the numerical model. The
tion is critically dependent on the vertical mixing coeffi- tothebonndarycurrents
transport
strengthening of poleward heat
cient, K . Since a rather close agreement is obtained in the result is
level of poleward heat transport of the model with esti- a t high lat,itudes and a decrease in poleward heat transmates for the real ocean based on the work of Budyko port at low latitudes. A corresponding change takes
place inthe salinitytransport.Most
of this change in
(1958) and others, the choice of K equal to 1.5 cm2sec”
appears to have been a fortunate one. A whole series of transport is associated with a slow change in the temperanumerical experimentsmould beneeded, however, to deter- turestructure of the ocean, so thatthe vertical heat
mine just how critical this choice is. An apparent discrep- exchange with the atmosphere remains nearly the same
ancy doesexist in thevertical structure of the thermocline, as in the main run.
The experience gained in this study should be valuable
which also depends on the vertical mixing. I n the tropical
areas of the model mean, the thermocline is much deeper in designing future numerical experiments in climate. The
than indicated by observation. This difficulty forms an failure to reach an equilibrium after very lengthy computations indicates that the straightforward integration of
important problem for future investigation.
problem isnotapracticalmethodin
A detailed breakdown of the different components of aninitialvalue
poleward heat transport indicates that overturning in the dealing with an ocean model. I n the case of the atmosvertical meridional plane isthe most important
component pheric model, about 1 yr is required to reach equilibrium
a t low and middle latitudes. The subarctic gyre plays an after some important change in boundary conditions. A
important role at high latitudes intransferring heat. Pole- time step of about 10 min is required for the atmospheric
ward heattransportby
horizontal mixingis relatively model. The ratio of time step t o total relaxation time is
unimportant, indicating that the particular choice of the therefore about 1:5X IO4. I n the case of the ocean model,
horizontal mixing coefficient is not a significant factor in the time step may be an order of magnitude larger, but the
relaxation time to respond to new boundary conditions is
the large-scale heat balance.
almost three orders of magnitude longer. As a result, the
Comparedwith previous computations of oceancirrat’io
of time step to relaxation time for the ocean model is
culation, the surface boundary conditions of the present
much
less favorable, 1 :5X lo6. This difference suggests
study are unique in the freedom with which the surface
to push the ocean toward
that
new
methods should be tried
temperatureandsalinitystructureis
allowed to adjust
a
climatic
equilibrium
in
a
more
efficient
manner. Several
itself. While the fixed boundary conditions used by
approaches
such
as
repeated
interpolation
suggest themBryanand Cox (1967, 1968a, b) greatly simplifies the
selves,
but
detailed
tests
must
be
carried
out
to select the
analysis, it produced many artificial features in the surface
patterns.The
surfacetemperaturedistribution
of the most accurate and effective method. Once this has been
present model has many features in common with that accomplished, the way will be open for much more ambiof the North Atlantic. The coldest water is found in the tious computations than the present one. Future studies
should take into account the actual configuration of the
subarctic along the western
boundary.
Concentrated
surface gradients are formed near the western boundary, earth’s continents and ocean basins. Once confidence in
been
but the isotherms produce a pronouncedcold spot that the models to simulate the earth’s present climate has
appears tohave a profound influence on the tropical established, it may be possible to use the models to reconstruct the climate existing for different continent-ocean
precipitation pattern.
The salinity field is horizontally uniform initially, but configurations existiilg in the geologic past.
during the course of therun it is transformedintoa
highly realistic pattern. A “halocline” forms at high
APPENDIX-EXTENSION OF STAGE II
latitudes,andasurface
maximum appearsinthesubWITHCORRECTEDWIND
STRESS VALUES
tropics. The north-southsalinitygradient is very close
The purpose of thisappendix is to describe a test to
to that observed in the North Atlantic and NorthPacific.
Although the numerical grid can just barely resolve it, determine the effects of an error in the calculations de-
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TABLE4.-Maximum strength of the circulation in the vertical meridional plane and in the major wind gyres given in units of 106 metric
tons sec --I

I

Thermohaline circulation (vertical, meridional plane) - - - Subtropical gyre (horizontal plane)
.____ -.Subarctic gyre (horizontal plane)" - - - - - -.- - - -.- -.- _ _ -

____ __ ____ ___ ____
~

~

~

~

I

::::?

-43.71
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the westcoast, thetotalstrength
of the gyre may be
estimated byintegratingboth
sides of equation (40)
with respect to X,

14.69
18.40

-84.80

The left-hand side of equation (41),computed from the
wind stress patterns, is shown in figure 16b. The curl of
the mind stress is generally more intense in the corrected
run. I n addition, the region of positive wind curl extends
from latitude 40' all the way to the poleward boundary
in the corrected run, while the region of positive wind
curlismuch more restrictedin the mainrun.Qualitatively, the Sverdrup theory explains the intensification of
the wind gyres shown in table4.
Although the intensity of the overall meridional circulation remains nearly the same, important changes take
place in the vertical structure of the thermohaline circulation near the surface. Through Ekman transport, the
wind stress may either enhanceor inhibit the upper branch
of the thermohaline circulation. The netpoleward transport
in the upper layeris shown in figure 17. This layer is67 m
thick, and the net transport in this layer is particularly
significant in poleward heattransport. The transfer of
warm surface water in this layer must be
compensated by
the return flow of much colder water a t deeper levels.
Note that at most latitudes the net poleward drift in the
surface layer is less in the corrected run than it is in the
main run. The largest poleward transport in the surface
laxer takes place in the Tropics where the mind stress and
thermal forces combine to cause a northward flow.
The effect of these changes in the circulation on the
poleward transport of heat is indicated in table 5 . The
heat transport is broken down into the basic components
defined in section 8. H1,H z , and H3 are the components
due to the meridional circulation,horizontalgyres,and
lateral mixing, respectively. H4is the total poleward heat
transport. From the change in total heat transport, itcan
be seen that the main effect of the change in wind is to
increase heat transport at high latitudes and decrease i t
in lower latitudes.Littlechangetakes
place in middle
latitudes. It is possible to see a close correspondence in the
behavior of the HI componentand the polewardmass
transport in the upper layer shown in figure 17. The MI
component is generally lower in the corrected run, except
a t very high latitudes. The poleward mass transport has
thesame behavior. I n middle latitudesthe decreased
values of H1 are compensated by an increase in Hz, the
gyre component. The most significant changes in the total
On the left is the beta term of the vorticity equation and transport occur when H1 and Hz are of the same sign.
on the right is the curl of the surface wind stress. If we This takes place at 61' near the poleward wall and at 1'7'
assume that the gyres consist of a Sverdrup flow in the latitude. In each case the transport changes by approxinterior compensated by anarrowboundarycurrent
at imately 20 percent.

scribed in the main body of the paper. A 30-yr extension
of stage I1 has beencarried out in whichthiserroris
removed. Over the main run, the atmospheric and oceanic
models are internally consistent,but the mind stress fields
used as an upper boundary condition on the ocean and a
lower boundary condition on the atmosphere differ by a
factor of cos 9. Here, me confine ourselves to a discussion
of the response of the ocean model in the corrected run.
The effect of the correction on the "climate" of the atmospheric modelis described byManabe (19693). Due to
long-term transientsin the thermal st'ructureof the model,
no firm conclusions can be drawn concerning the ultimate
effect t'lze error would have on a steady equilibrium, but
the corrected run provides an interesting test of the response of the ocean model to a significant change in surface
wind patterns.
It might be expected that the thermohaline circulation
would not be affected by a change in surface winds.
This is confirmed in table 4 whichshows that the total
circulation in the meridional plane changes by less than
1 percent, when the average over the final 30 yr of stage
I1 is compared with the final decade of the corrected run.
The horizontal transport gyres are naturally more sensitivetothesurfacestress.The
zonal average of the Xcomponent of the stress for stage I1 is compared to an
average over the finaldecade of the corrected runin
figure 16. The differences between the two stress profiles
are not as great as one would expect due to the cos 9
factor alone. Due to our method of computing conditions,
one decade of ocean time corresponds to only 5 weeks of
atmospheric time. For this reason it is not certain how
representative thewind stress profile is, but evidently some
compensation has taken place so that the difference is less
than one would expect on the basis of the cos 4 factor
alone.
If inertial effects in the verticdy integrated form of the
vorticity equation are neglected, the meridional transport
can be calculated from the Sverdrup formula (Stommel,
1965),
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Zonally Averaged SurfaceStress

(X -component )
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I

I
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I
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30"
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I

200

I

10O

Latitude
FIGURE

16.- (a) zonal average of the A-component of the wind stress and (b) the integral of the Sverdrup transport with respect

to

longitude.

The average temperature over the upper 600 m of the
water column is plotted as a function of time in figure 18,
using a 5-yr sampling interval. Note that no sharp breaks
areindicatedin
the averagetemperaturecurvesinthe
transition from stage I1 to the corrected run. Trends that
are present instage I1 continueinthecorrectedrun.
While thetemperature
remainsnearly
stationary at

middle latitudes, a slow warming takes place at high and
low latitudes.
With regard t o the large-scale interaction between the
atmosphere and the ocean, the most significant process is
the exchange of heat between the lower layers and the
ocean surface. Zondly averaged values of this heat flux
are shown in table 6. As pointed out in the appendix of
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FIQURE
17.--Net poleward transport for the whole basin in the
67-m-deep layer of the model just below the surface.

TABLE
5.-Poleward heat transport in units of IO14 cal sec-1 at variouq
latitudes averaged for both hemispheres. The components HI,
H2,
and
H3 are deflned in section 8. H4 i s the total transport. The upper rotq
i s the value corresponding to the main run and the middle row that
corresponding to the extension run. The lower row is the increment
for each component.

-

61’

470

560

17’

28’

380

-

”

0.46
.59
.13

-.

09
00
09

.
.

.15

-.

0.64

-.

.44

1.19
.98
21

20

-.

.06

-.

.34
.28

-.

42
24
.18

.15
.15
00

.34
.38

.61

.85
.93

.09

.os

1. 11
1.12
01

.02
13

.52

.

.04

.

1.72
1. 51
-. 21

-.
-.

-.

59
43
.16

-.
-.
-.

07

46
43
.03

1.22
1.05
17

-.
-. 03
-. 16
-.

.00

.14

.05

.03

.05

1.43
1.30
13

1.19

-.

-.

0. 54
.51
03

-.

.07

.os

.01
.00
.01
.01

13

.11

.22
.20
02

1.35
1.28

”.

1.78
1.59
19

6‘

.94
25

-.

.61
.60
01

part 11 (Manabe, 1969b), thisquantity is alteredvery
little by the correction of the surface stress. Deviations
are less than 10 percent of the maximum value. On the
basis of this evidence, it is concluded that the correction
of the wind stress formula does not significantly alter the
climate of the joint model, relativeto the overall uncertainty about the final equilibrium state caused by the
persistenttransientsin
thetemperatureand
salinity
structure of the ocean model.
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Years

FIGURE
18.-The zonally averaged temperaturetrend over the
upper 600 m of the model. Theyear 100 corresponds to the
transition between stage I1 and the corrected run.
TABLE
6.-Normalized
andzonally
averaged values of the heat
transferred f r o m lower levels in theocean to thesurface in units
of 10-2 ly cm-2

I
64.0
59.8
56.6

53.2
49.4
45.4
41.0
36.3
31.3
26.0
20.5
14.8
8.9
3.0

Corrected run

Main run

Latitude

I
17.5
a5
6.0
3.5
2.5
2.0
1.0
0.0
-2.0
-3.5

4.5
-3.5
-4.5
-8.5

$17.7
+a4
+G. 1
$3.2
s2.3

+2.0
+l. 1
+0.3
-1.7
-3.5
-4.6
-3.6
-4.5

-8. G

18.5
7.5
6.0
3.0
2.0

1.0
0.0
“0.2 -0.5
-1.5
-3.0
“4.0
-3.0
4.5
“8.5

18.9
8.2
4.7
1.7
1.6
1.0
0.5
-0.8
“1.9
-4.0
-3.4
-4.6
-8.8
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